Abstract. Given a compact Hausdorff space X, let C(X) be the Banach space of continuous real valued functions on X with sup norm and let M(X) be its dual considered as finite regular Borel measures on X. Let U(X) denote the closed unit ball of M(X) and let P(X) denote the nonnegative measures in M(X) of norm 1. A continuous map <p of X onto another compact Hausdorff space Y induces a natural linear transformation -n of M(X) onto M{Y) defined by setting KK)(g) = Kg ° v) for p. e M(X) and ge C( Y). It is shown that -n is norm open on U(X) and on A • P(X) for any subset A of the real numbers. If <p is open, then n is weak* open on A • P{X). Several examples are given which show that generalization in certain directions is not possible. The paper concludes with some remarks about continuous selections.
1. Introduction. Let Ex and F2 be Banach spaces with closed unit balls Ux and U2, respectively, and let v be a linear transformation of Er onto E2 which carries t/, onto U2. Of course, -n is an open map of Fx onto E2, but there are simple examples which illustrate that -n-is not necessarily open as a map of Ux onto U2 (see §5). It can be shown, though, that if Ux is sufficiently round (precisely, locally uniformly convex [1, p. 113]) , then v will be open on Ux. However, as indicated by the examples in §5, in the absence of any roundness conditions, general theorems of this kind are hard to come by.
We shall be concerned with open mapping theorems in the following setting. Let A' be a compact Hausdorff space and let C(X) be the Banach space of continuous real-valued functions on X with the sup norm. The dual of C(X) is the space M(X) of real regular Borel measures on X of finite total variation. Denote the closed unit ball in M(X) by U(X), the nonnegative (resp. nonpositive) measures in M(X) by M + (X) (resp. M~(X)), and the measures in M + (X) of norm 1 by P(X) (the probability measures on X). Given another compact Hausdorff space Y and continuous map 9 of X onto Y, there is a natural linear transformation -rr of M(X) onto M( Y) which takes p. e M(X) onto the measure Tr(p) defined on the Borel sets B of Y by n(p.)(B) = K<P-\B)), or, equivalently, on the functions ge C(Y) by "M{g) = Kg ° <p)- [February The map n is the dual of the isometric embedding of C( Y) into C(X) which takes g e C(Y) into g ° 93. It follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem, then, that tt(U(X)) = U(Y). Moreover, since tt is a positive operator and ir(p.)(l) = p(l), we have ■n(P(X)) = P(Y), and, consequently, n(M + (X)) = M+(Y). In fact, tt(^P(A')) = ^4P(7) for any set A of real numbers.
It is shown in §2 that, in either the norm or weak* topologies, it is open on M+(X) if and only if tt is open on A P(X) for every subset A of R, the real numbers. We then show in §3 that tt is norm open on U(X) and on M+(X). In §4, we show that 77 is weak* open on M + (X) (or P(X)) if and only if <p is open. One of the examples shows that 77 is generally not weak* open on U(X), even if 99 is open. We conclude with some remarks about selection theorems.
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Let S={x e X : g(<p(x))^0} and let oj=/x0|S. Then w e [0, p0] and
which is a contradiction.
Remark. Lemma 2.2 is, in fact, a special case of the following result. Let F be a Banach space and vector lattice and let F be a closed vector sublattice. If {/+ : fie F, 11/11 = 1} is norm bounded, then the restriction map n of F* onto F* maps intervals onto intervals. (Given f¿0 = 0 >n F* and ve [0, tt(/x0)] in E*, define the sublinear functional p on F by p(f) = p-o{f+) and apply the Hahn-Banach theorem.) 3. Open mapping theorems for the norm topology. For any subset K of M(X), v is open on K if and only if n is open at every point p. in K, i.e., for every neighborhood V of p. in K, tt(V) is a neighborhood of n(p) in tt (K) . For the norm topology, this is equivalent to saying that for every sequence vn in 7r(ÄT) which converges in norm to tt(p-), there is a sequence p,n in K which converges in norm to p. and ir(p,n) = vn for all n. Since the sets G obtained in this manner form a neighborhood base at x0, it suffices to show that 99(G) is a neighborhood of y0. But tt(V) is a weak* neighborhood of 8Vo, the unit point mass at y0. Since for any v e P( 7) and g e C( 7),
it follows that there exist finitely many functions gi,...,g" in C(Y) such that g¡(jo) = 0> afi = 0, for i*=l,..., «, and W^tt(V), where
Set H={yeY:gi(y)< I, i = 1,...,«}.
Then 77 is a neighborhood of y0 and W<^tt(V) implies that 77 c 99(G). For, if y e 77, then 8y e W, so that 8y = Tr(p.) for some p. e V. Hence, p. is supported on <p~\y) and p.(f)<l, which implies that/(x)<l for some xey'^y). In the proofs given below, we require the notion of set convergence. The definitions and basic facts required are as follows (see [2] ). Let A" be a topological space and let F(K) denote the closed nonempty subsets of A". Given finitely many open sets Vx,..., Vn in K, let <\VX,..., Vn} denote the collection of sets A in F (K) satisfying A^(Jf=1 V¡ and Ar\V¡^0 for i=l, ...,n. The sets of the form <Ki,..., Vn} constitute a base for a topology on F(K), called the finite topology. If K is compact Hausdorff, then F(K) is compact Hausdorff, and if Aa -> A in F(K), for some net Aa, then ^ is the set consisting of those points a e K for which V n Aay£0 eventually, for every neighborhood V of a.
Lemma 4.2. If K is a compact subset of a linear topological space and Aa is a net of closed convex subsets of K which converge to a set A in the finite topology, then A is convex.
Proof. If ju., v e A andO^i^ 1, then any neighborhood Wof tp.+(\ -t)v contains tU+(l -t)V for some neighborhoods U, V of p.,v respectively. Since U n Aa and V n Aa are eventually nonempty and each Aa is convex, it follows that W o Aa is eventually nonempty. Hence, tp + (l-t)ve A. Proof. Fix p.aeM+(X) and let v0 = 77(ix0). For p. e M + (X), p(l)= ||/x||, so that for any r> \\p.0\\, any weak* neighborhood of p.0 in M+(X) contains one which is contained in rU(X). Hence, for a fixed r> \\p0\\, it suffices to show that if IF is a weak* compact neighborhood of p0 in M+(X) and W^K, where K=rU(X) n M+(X), then tt(W) is a weak* neighborhood of v0 in M+(Y).
Assume tt(W) is not a weak* neighborhood of v0 in M+(Y). Since 77 is weak* continuous, tt(W) is weak* closed, and since the collection of positive combinations of point masses is weak* dense in M+(Y), there is a net va in rU(Y) n M*(Y) which converges weak* to v0 and is such that, for all a, va $ tt(W) and va is a positive combination of point masses in Y. Let Aa = Tt~1(va) n K. Then, by our remarks above, there is a nonempty weak* compact convex set A in K and a subnet AB of Aa such that Aß^ A in the finite topology. Since no Aß meets the interior of W, p.0 $ A. Hence, by the separation theorem, there is an fie C(X) and e > 0 such that
Define/* as in Lemma 4.3. Then/* e C( Y). Since, for each ß, ve is a positive combination of point masses concentrated at points ye¡k in Y, we may choose corresponding point masses at points xßik in <p~1(ygfk) for whichfi(xSík)=f*(ye¡k), and so construct, for each ß, a p.eeM+(X) satisfying 77^) = ^ and p-e(f) = ve(f*). Then pß(f) -*• v0(f*), and, if p. is any limit point of the net p.e, then p. e A, since fiß e Aß for each ß. Moreover, PU) = "o(/*) = Mo(/* ° 9) = M, which is a contradiction. formation tt from C(X) to C(Y) by Tr{f)(t) = (l-t)f(t,0) + tf(t, 1). Then tt is a positive operator which maps the closed unit ball U of C(X) onto the closed unit ball U' of C( 7). We show that 77 is not open as a map from U to U'. Let/0 e U he defined by f0(t,i) = i for (t,i)eX. Then rr(f0)(t)=t for all tel. Set gn(t) = min(l, t+l/n). Then gne U' and gn->Tr(fo) in C(Y). Suppose that/ne U and "(fn)=gn-Then, for 1-1/n^r^l, gn(t) = l, so that fJt, 0)=fn(t,l) = l and, 
